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Abstract Now a day the architecture of internet has a problem for information route based on receiver interested in
without knowing the sender and receiver address. Due to this reason new paradigm was introduced that is Publish-Subscribe.
In Publish-Subscribe the receiver and sender do not expect to be active at the same time, do not know the address of each
other, and do not use any blocking mechanism or client send request and server replay response. First the Publish-Subscribe
network is built and designs enough the model then conduct implementation and evaluation of Publish-Subscribe network via
destination driven multicast routing algorithm (DDMC) for selecting the shortest path in the network. Basically, the networks
have Router to perform routing mechanism. The publisher is the producer of information. And the subscriber is the consumer
of information with their own deferent type of module for facilitating their function. Every connection in the network is
bidirectional way of communication (an undirected graph) with random seed available in the network. Each Router has
topology management module for creating a picture of the networks and computing the available path. It informs to the
forwarder in order to send the information of network for intended receiver. Record table module used for recording of the
network information comes from the subscriber or the publisher via link state advertisement then it informs to the topology
manager. Lastly, the comparison performance of Dijkstra algorithm with destination driven multicast routing algorithm
(DDMC) in the large numbers of clients participated evaluate via total bits per second minimize 2.7% from the total bit and
average delivery ratio DDMC was 87.1% but Dijkstra was 71.3%. So performance of destination driven multicast routing
algorithm (DDMC) algorithm was good rather than Dijkstra algorithm.
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1. Introduction
In the client/server announcement paradigm, the client
sends a request to the server and the server response to the
client request. The client is fruitless until it received response
from the server. Which means the communication was based
on request/respond paradigm, as well as the communication,
was coupled. The above communication is an old type or
the traditional communication way where the senders have
to know receivers address (destination address). This type
of communication is known as couple communication.
However, this types of communication can be substituted
by Publish-Subscribe paradigm [1]. Based on the PSIRP
architecture [2] the IP based communication can be
substituted via Publish-Subscribe paradigm with users
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interested in subscription mechanism.
Later this idea leads to the decouple communication based
on Publish-Subscribe service (the sender and the receiver
do not expect to know the address and vice versa (space
decoupling), do not activate at the same time (time
decoupling) and the information follows from producer to
consumer also mediate (synchronization decoupling)) those
are motivating characteristics of Publish-Subscribe systems
[3]-[4].
According to the PSIRP [5]-[6], the current internet
architecture have a problem-related to IP based model. The
first one is the coupling between the host location and
identification, which is the IP semantic overload problem.
Basically, host identification is based on his location, so that
is the data it holds. For example, if it is a web-server. If there
is a mobility event, then the host’s identification changes
as its location point also change, breaking any ongoing
communication channels. The problem here can’t express
their interest in some content, just to query some location
that if some data is a host-based approach, the content of the
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data cannot address and users cannot express their interest in
data. For example the TCP/IP reference model [7] has four
basic layer and all layers have their own specific function
and its communication way is handled using of IP as well as
endpoint-to-endpoint coupling connectivity, so in this case,
it does not consider the user interest expression ways to the
data.
Developing selective notification Middleware that use to
implement content based subscription system [8] which is
used just like emergency service in smart cities. Developing
mobile application using MQTT protocol with publish
subscribe broker to efficient data dissemination methods
with compressed data in smartphone via shared dictionary
compression mechanism [9].
Design a system use named data network for selecting and
subscribe method to match and fetch address on publish
subscribe [10]. According to [11] use dynamic destination
based routing algorithm with MERC to improve scalability
on publish subscribe based on cluster and content based
mechanism on the PADRES system. In wireless sensor
network scalability and reliability is the basic issue but [12]
use virtual broker for communication to improve scalability
and reliability in large scale of publish subscribe.
Now a day, most of the Publish-Subscribe is used for fixed
internet access as well as wireless device communication
support. To the best of our knowledge mobility of the clients,
topology management of the entire system as well as handoff
or handover (roaming) processes are an open research area
for modeling of the communication that support future of
internet architecture. Based on this idea it focuses on
performance comparison via awareness of the link that
comes from the nearest node around the intended device in
a Publish-Subscribe system based on destination driven
routing algorithm for selecting the shortest path in the
network and lastly compare this algorithm with Dijkstra
algorithm.

2. Problem of Statement
The Publish-Subscribe architecture of the new
information follows in the network is based on user interest
information delivery [13] and [14]. But it doesn’t initiate IP
address based network connectivity to the desired receiver
node. The subscriber first sends subscription information to
the nearest Router about their interested information via
registration mechanism. The Router is responsible for store
and matching of information. Then users can get the
information based on their subscription interested in.
Most of the time routing of information in the cellular
network is whether broadcast (one-to-all) (like “spanning
tree algorithm”) send to all users, or unicast (“Dijkstra
shortest path algorithm”) one-to-one communication.
However, those communications do not consider the
new sharing of internet information mechanism of
Publish-Subscribe system. Current internet traffic follows
data-oriented delivery system to the endpoint via IP address

of the receiver. However, in the study [15] information must
be published and it will be delivered to the interested
subscribers of information through Publish-Subscribe
internet paradigm. It can handle the problem of broadcast
issues for the new information communication paradigm.
Most of the studies [13] [14] have the idea of topology
management in the large interconnected network device
and the routing of the information in the network
delivery mechanism. However, in multi-path of routing
topology, there is an issue in selecting the best route in the
topology. These studies, for instance [13] follow broadcast
communication to form topology which has an impact on
the performance of Publish-Subscribe network in terms of
packet delivery ratio, delay, throughput, and high overhead.
On the other hand, [14] used unicast communication strategy
that also has an impact on the network performance with a
high overhead issue. These problems drive us to propose
topology management in large Publish-Subscribe paradigm
with multicast communication strategy to compute and select
shortest path to route information in Publish-Subscribe
networks.

3. Related Works
In the new network, architecture information will be
routed based on the receiver interested in via
Publish-Subscribe mechanisms. According to [13] an
exchange of data in the form of Publish-Subscribe
communication evaluation takes place by the idea of
PURSUIT project. It deals with hierarchal naming structure
with topology management in the network.
The main difference of this article with our study is
- The proposed prototype use multicast strategy rather
than broadcast strategy.
- The proposed prototype deal on the partial or cyclic
graph forming topology in a large number of publisher
and subscriber via randomly generated a numbers of
nodes rather than hierarchal naming structure.
In the intra-domain topology management [14] investigate
the entire performance of local area network for the topology
management was evaluated via the idea of PSIRP
(Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Protocol) project. The
main difference between intra-domain and inter-domain is
related to an administrative domain. Intra-domain is
specified to the specific of the node within the domain but
inter-domain is based on the entire administrative domain
level. The main aim of PSIRP [5]-[6] was to redesign of the
current internet architecture to the form of Publish-Subscribe
communication patterns.
The basic difference with proposed system, destination
driven routing use (for multicasting information) rather than
Dijkstra (for unicast information) for computing shortest
path in the network as well as the study use the partial and
cyclic network in the system with boots library.
Mobility-aware of the Publish-Subscribe paradigm [17]
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used a prediction of client mobility in the topology of
Publish-Subscribe network. It builds based on the idea of
PURSUIT architecture on the WiMAX different position
available of a base station that is stationary but the mobile
had the ability to move from one base station to other via
different reason.
The main difference this paper with study, use router
instead of base station and multicast (one-to-many or
many-to-many) instead of Bi-casting (the base station can
send two signal at a time).
Based on the [18] there are numbers of constraint
available in Publish-Subscribe communication system but
the basic is two.
a. Platform related constraint: related to computing platform
restriction mobility enable in the system. The restrictions
are:
- Software constraint: support of mobility using the
software deployment is difficult.
- Hardware constraint: support mobility using hardware
device development not efficient. Example battery
capacity of sensor node and mobile.
- Interaction constraint: the hardware interacts with the
other device and modality.
b. Network related constraint: which is basically focused on
the wireless network and also on the wired network. It may
be:
- Performance constraint: when comparing the delay and
throughput it is high in the wireless network with a
wired network.
- Topological
constraint:
forming,
maintaining,
dynamically reconfiguration of the broker and client
during disconnected/re-subscription to the topology is
not efficient in wireless as well as maintaining topology
information, dynamically reconfiguration of the broker
is hard in multicast communication in the wired and
wireless network.
- Reliability constraint: it is based on the compared with
the wired network, wireless is less reliable.
Based on this constraint available in wireless
Publish-Subscribe as well as in the large Publish-Subscribe
system, this study had to deal with topological constraint in
Publish-Subscribe based on destination driven routing
algorithm for selecting of the shortest path in the system
which has multiple routes in the system.
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4. Publish-Subscribe System
Basically, Publish-Subscribe system can be categorized
into two based on filtering mechanism of the system used
[16] and [19].
Table 1. The difference between topic and Content-Based systems
No

Topic-based

Content-based

1.

Recipients are known a
priori

Cannot determine recipients
before publication

2.

Many efficient
implementations exist

Much more difficult to
implement efficiently

3.

Limited expressiveness

More expressive

4.

Limited flexibility

More flexible

5.

Specific

More general

6.

e.g. Scribe

e.g. Siena, REBECA, JEDI,
Gryphon

5. Network Simulation
According to the Oxford English dictionary definition of
simulation is “a technique of imitating or reproduce
something to know or analysis its appearance, character,
condition”.
According to [20], there are three different techniques for
performance evaluation of systems and networks:
1. Mathematical analysis: used to solve complex
mathematical formula and calculation just like the
matrix.
2. Measurements: measures from real devices, protocol
analyzers, and operator conducted drive tests with
specialized equipment.
3. Computer simulation: real-world process or system
can be a copy of its use to analyze different types of
activities.
Many researchers have used different types of network
simulators to analyze and evaluate the effect of network
performance and protocols with different parameters.
Network simulators can be divided into two based on
license payment, those are commercial and open source
simulator.

Table 2. Advantage and disadvantage of open source and commercial simulator
Characteristics

Commercial Simulators

Open Source Simulator

Advantage

Complete and up-to-date
documentation and it can be
maintained by some specialized staff

It is open and everyone can contribute to it and find
bugs. For the future improvement, its interface is open.

Too costly

There is no complete and up-to-date documentation
and maintained by some specialized staff

OPNET, QualNet etc

NS2, NS3, OMNeT ++, J-Sim etc

Disadvantage
Examples
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6. Simulation Setup
OMNET++ with INET framework is used to conduct the
research on a large number of Publish-Subscribe network
simulation environments.
The simulation environment used different types of
node range lies on [2,50]. Which mean that the OMNET++
simulation with INET framework used to evaluate the
proposed work including with vary of numbers of node. For
selecting a path, destination driven multicast routing
algorithm with the shortest path used. The simulation period
takes 300 seconds for one simulation. Each Router has
1Gbps data rate and each client has 3Mbps data rate. To
create the random topology and exchange of link aware takes
from 27 second up to 30 second. The result file of the
implementation gets in two ways. These are the vector
(quantity of magnitude value with its direction) file and the
scalar (quantity magnitude value without direction) file. To
analyze the result file of the proposed work used two ways.
The first way used to generate the result graph is based on
“plot” graph mechanism built in on the OMNeT++
simulation. The second way used to analyze the results are
via Microsoft Office Excel 2007 export the file vector and
scalar from OMNeT ++ Publish-Subscribe simulation result
folder around 2 GB file.

7. Performance Comparison
In this part, compared the two algorithms which are
Dijkstra algorithm used for intra-domain topology manager
[8] (one-to-one or unicast) with destination-driven multicast
algorithms (a copy of information can be sent to others

interested in) in terms of total bit produced during the
simulation, a numbers of bits sent during the simulation, a
numbers of bits received during the simulation, and average
throughput available in both of algorithms totally differ.
Table 3. Dijkstra and DDMC algorithm

DIJKSTRA (G, w, s)
1 INITIALIZE-SINGLE-SMINECE
(G, s)
2S←∅
3 Q ← V[G]
4 while Q ≠ ∅
5 do u ← EXTRACT-MIN(Q)
6 S ← S ∪ {u}
7 for each vertex u ∈ Adj[u]
8 do RELAX (u, u,w)

DDMC (G, s, D)
1 For each vertex v ∈ 𝑉 do
2 d[v]=∞
3 ∏=NIL
4 d[s]=0
5 S=∅
6 Q=V
7 while Q≠ ∅ do
8 u=pop-min(Q)
9 S=S ∪{u}
10 for each vertex u ∈ 𝐴𝑑𝑗[𝑢]
11 if d[u] > Id[u]d[u] + c(u, u)
12 if u ∉ 𝑺
13 d[u]=Id(u)d[u] + c(u, u)
14 ∏[u]=u

These algorithms in the Publish-subscribe for the topology
management or formulation in the large number of clients
communicate each other via link state advertisements
for exchange information in the network. The results of
the simulation indicate that simulating three of these
mechanisms with the same simulation end time and different
message generation frequency interval our proposed DDMC
has better performance with those performance evaluation
metrics discussed beforehand (for more information about
performance of the algorithm see table 4).

Table 4. Dijkstra and DDMC algorithm performance
Time taken
in second

Dijkstra receive
bit per second

DDMC receive
bit per second

Dijkstra sent bit
per second

DDMC sent bit
per second

Dijkstra average
throughput bps

DDMC average
throughput bps

60

368601.077

827923.5747

1282171.236

1060143.911

148841.9242

266557.9845

120

447765.3459

592733.8926

1984462.481

1323717.049

364207.1569

508140.5797

180

1282171.236

1922389.634

2235565.13

1753037.963

442427.7458

703162.217

240

1700139.248

2581584.48

3448316.63

2106838.43

562145.8291

769298.9419

300

2235565.13

2511193.509

3678319.837

3014323.015

699051.753

953765.7523

Bit per second send
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Figure 3.
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Numbers of bit per second received

Figure 4. Average throughput

Figure 1 illustrate that the total bits produced during the
simulation time in the term of DDMC algorithm sent once
information to other node a copy of the intended information
via the dedicated link state advertisement from one to other
but in the case of Dijkstra algorithm a node can send an
information to other node directly using the shortest path
from the source to the destination.
As Figure 2 illustrated that the number of bits sent in the
given of simulation period Dijkstra algorithm has the ability
to send more bits than DDMC algorithm so that the result
expect that Dijkstra algorithm has the ability to receive more
bits than DDMC. But as Figure 3 shows that the reverse is
true.
As figure 1 and figure 2 illustrate that, the total bits and
sent bits per second in the given of simulation period, even if
Dijkstra algorithm has the ability to generate more bits than
DDMC but it does not have the ability to deliver more bits
than DDMC. As Figure 4 shows that the average throughput
of bit per second is more in DDMC rather than the Dijkstra
algorithm. In other word the amount of delivery bit ratio in
DDMC is greater than Dijkstra algorithm.

publishes-subscribes paradigms. The main goal of this
study is to redesign the current internet architecture that
suitable for the internet on publishes subscribe paradigm.
Information can exchange one with other by means of
receiver oriented via Publish-Subscribe communication.
We create topology management module for creating the
network picture and select the shortest path in large
Publish-Subscribe with help of forwarding module. The
obtained results are introduced by a large number of clients
participates in publishing and subscription in the network
also it takes high time to perform the matching activity and
computing the path in the network.
The results show that publish-subscribe communication
model can be used not only for content retrieval as already
present in many internet applications but also for more
fine-grained network function such as topology generation.
Different improvements to the current topology management
implementation can be introduced as discusses above,
leading to more efficient topology creation.

8. Conclusions

Even though the study get a good result based on the
proposed approach for Publish-Subscribe network with the
objective of addressing the computing and selecting the short
path in the network, we do not believe that the approach is

Now a day, there are projects for designing new internet
architecture for routing of information in the form of

9. Recommendations
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generic enough to incorporate potential issues in
Publish-Subscribe paradigm. So that the study recommended
that for the future works:
A. Security: it is one of the important issues in the
network; the study do not consider the security aspect
in Publish-Subscribe paradigm in the work since it
was beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, we
recommend that the proposed approaches can be
enhanced in such a way that the security of
Publish-Subscribe paradigm.
B. Sensor network: this work may be good when
implement in the sensor network based on
Publish-Subscribe for the cluster head information
gathering around a different type of cluster head to the
mobile node.
C. MANET: mobile ad hoc network based on a
Publish-Subscribe
paradigm
for
topology
management due to high mobility node and
join/disjoin node available in the network.
D. Mobility: it is one of the important issues in the
network; we do not consider the mobility aspect in
Publish-Subscribe paradigm in the work since it was
beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, we
recommend that the proposed approaches can be
enhanced in such a way that mobility of the client
support from one base station to other base station can
be connecting without re-subscription issue in the
network.
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